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ABSTRACT 
bt 9 be the set of all ra X n real matrices which have a positive determinant. We 
show here that at least 2”- ’ matrices are needed to “see” each matrix in 9. Also, any 
finite subset of $P can he “seen” from a class of at most 2”- ’ matrices in 9. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 be the set of all n in real matrices which have a positive 
determinant. Given two matrices A and B in ‘??, we say A can be seen from 
B, and vice versa, if 
(1 - r)A + tB is nonsingular for every t in [0, l], 0.1) 
i.e., the line joining A and B lies inside 9, Also, we say a subset 8 can see 85 
if for some A in & , (1.1) holds. In this note we consider the following 
question: What is the smallest set of matrices 8 which sees each matrix in 
gp? It follows readily that 6’ c 9. We give here a partial answer to the above 
question. We show that I@! > 2*-r, and also that any finite set of matrices in 
9 can be seen from a subset of cardinal@ at most 2”-r. 
Certain other properties of 9 are known. Eaves [l] showed that %’ is 
path connected, and Todd [8] showed that any two matrices in ‘3’ can be 
seen from a third (and thus considerably strengthened the result of [l]). 
Todd’s work has implications for understanding the fixed point algorithms [ 1, 
2, 6, 91. This work is motivated by the recent use of the property (1.1) by 
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Kojima and Saigal [3, 41 in establishing conditions when PL mappings are 
homeomorphisms, and the use of the property (1.1) in estab%hing PL 
approximations to diffeomorphisms (Saigal [I). Since the set OF all matrices 
with negative determinants is the image of a nonsingular linear transforma- 
tion of 9, all our methods are also valid for this set. 
2. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section, we present our notation and establish some preliminary 
resul Is. 
There is a natural association of the space of all nXn matrices with the 
n2-dimensional Euclidean sppce. We will endow the space of all n Xn 
matrices with the topology resulting from the associated Euclidean metric. 
For an nx n matrix A, by A(k) we represent the kx k submatrix 
consisting of the first k rows and k cohmms of A, for each k = 1,. . . , n; we 
call these the leading principal submatrices of A, and their determinants the 
leading principal minors of A A simple fact about these leading principal 
minors of A is the following 
Lmm2.1. Let ~=(A:detA(k)#Oforeuch k}. Then C?“isopenand 
dense in the space of all n x n matrices. 
Proof. 9 is clearly open. Now, for A B PO, we note that for all 
sufficiently small E > 0, A + ~1 E 9, and thus the denseness follows. n 
We state a result, without proof, from the work of Saigal [6]: 
THEOREM 2.2 (Saigal). L.et A and B be n X n m&rices in 9. Then 
min det[(l- t)A+ ‘81 > 0 
o<t< 1 (24 
if arul only if 
$$det[B-lA+XIj > 0. 
35 (2.2) 
Fmof. See [6, Lemma 3.1.1]. 
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(2.1) characterizes the situation when the matrix A can see the matrix B 
in 9, and the theorem states that this is so if and only if B-‘A has no 
negative real eigenvalues. For S >0, define an n x n diagonal matrix 
. . . (2.3) 
and for any n x n matrix A, the polynomial +(X,8) wilih 
det(E(G)A+AZ) = h” t a,(A,G)A”-’ + * * * + CJ,_,(A,S)~ -I- a,(A,6) 
= +(W). (2.4) 
We can prove 
Lmhf~ 2.3. There exist continuous functions 6*, bk,ck, It = 1,. . . ,?I, from 
the space of matrices which map ?j@ into the positive reals, such that if A is 
in 9 with 
signdetA(k) = &k, k = l,...,n, 
and $E{ -l,l}, then 
Zkbk(A)S2’-l 4 a,(A,6) < E&A)62k-‘, k = 1,. . .,?l, (2.5) 
for euer$6 in (0,8*(A)). 
Proof. We will use the identity (10) of M. Marcus [5] on the determi- 
nant of the sum of two matrices to establish this Lemma. L,et N= { 1,. . . , n}, 
and QkSn be the set of strictly increasing sequences of k terms in N, and let 
(Y c N. Also, let 8 = iminkldetA(k)l, and A[ LX] be the submatrix of A conslst- 
ing of rows and columns of A indexed in CL Specializing the identity (10) [5] 
to the expression det(E(6)A i-XI), we can write the identity 
ak(A,a) = x detE(G)A[ a] = [ e,ldetA(k)l +$k(A,6)]ii2k-1, 
GEQ&,” 
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where &(A,8) is a continuous function of A, and qk(A,O) =O for all A. Ako, 
define 
6*(A) = max( 6~ [0, I] :(#k(A,&)( 96 for 8116 in [0,&l). 
Clearly 6*(A) is continuous with respect to A, and 
$ldetA(k)lG2k-1 Q lak(A,S)l Q $1 letA(k)j62kV1 
for aU 6 in (O,&*(A)] and k=l,...,n. Let 
Q(A) = IdetA(k)](l+ :E~), 
b,(A) = ]detA(k)l(l- i&r,.). 
Since +(A) and b,(A) are continuous in A, we note that 6*(A), b,(A) and 
C+(A) satisfy the conditions of the Lemma. 
A consequence of Lemma 2.3 is the following: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be an n X n mutrir in 9 n p, with 
signdetA(k) = Q, k = l,..., n - 1, 
where EWE{ -1, +l}. Then: 
(i) For some positive nuwzber 6* >O and all S in (0,6*), 
ifandonZyif~k=+lforaZZk==l,...,n-l. 
(ii) Zf sP = - 1, then there edt.s a 8* >O such that for all 6 in (0,6*), 
Proof. If sIC = + 1 for every k, then from Lemma 2.3, +(A,6) 2 An + 
ZZ;_lb,62k-1A”-k for some b,>O, all6 in (0,6*), andA>O. Hence, forA>O, 
+(X,6) >O. Thus, the “8’ part of (i) follows. Let sP = - 1 for some p <n, 
E, = -I- 1. From Lemma 2.3, there exist positive numbers ck and 6* such that 
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(p(A,6)<A”+Zl”,,,e,~,8”-‘A”-~ for ah 6 in (O,is*). Consider the above for 
h(S)=6 2p-‘+1/2 for 6 in (0,6*). Then 
ek462k-~ ~2p-l+1/2 n-k _ 
{ } 2 &k@W(k), 
k=o k-0 
where (3(x) = (2” - l)+(n-~)(2P-~+ i) for all ~20, and q,=cO= +l. We 
note that w(x) is convex, and that o( p + 1) -o(p) = 2P-- ’ - i 2 i and w( p - 
1) - o( p) = t. Hence o(k) - li~( p) > l for all k #p. Hence, we have 
Since scP <0, we note that $@(a),@ is negative for all sufficiently small 
S >0, and thus (ii) follows. Also, the “only if’ part of (i) follows from the 
above. q 
3. THE MAIN THROREMS 
In this section we prove our main results: that if a class @ of matrices can 
see any matrix in 9, then I@ I> 2”-r, and also that any finite subset of 9 
can be seen from a subset LZ of cardinality at most 2” - ‘. 
For this purpose, consider the class of diagonal matrices 
OE{D:Djlz+lOr -1, q=o, i#j} c9. 
Then, as can be readily confirmed, I(9 I= 2”-‘. 
We are ready to prove our main theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let @ c 9 be a subset of m n X n matrices. Assume that 
m<2”-‘. Then there exists a matrix B in 9 such that 
min det[(l- t)A+tB] <0 
o<t<1 
forall A in 6%. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1, since ?i” is open and dense, there exists a 
matrix C such that CA E ??(’ for each A E &. Since m < 2”- ‘, there exists a 
matrix D E (% such that if A E &, then DCA has at least one negative leading 
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principal minor. Hence, by Theorem 2.4(ii), for each A E & there exists a 
positive number Cs, such that for tvcry 8 ~(0,6,], 
m$det[ E(b)ZJCA +XZ] < 0. 
Letting S*=minS,>O and B=(E(S*)ZJC)-’ we obtain the desired result 
from Theorem 2.2, 
We prove our other main result: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 6? c ‘8’ be a .finite set of matrices. Then there exist 
m<2”-’ matrices B I,...,B,,, in 9’ such that if AEi?, then 
min det[(l- t,il+ tBi] > 0 fbrsome j. 
861<1 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1, there exists a matrix C that CA E ‘$?” for each 
A in &. Classify the matrices in {CA : A E 6’ } by the equivalence relation 
A-B if and only if signdetA(k)=signdetB(k) for each k=l,...,n-1. 
There are at most 2” -r classes gener+lted by the equivalence relatron. Let 
&.., Wm be these classes. Consider ,I,. For A E Q,, k = 1,. . . , n - 1, define 
ek = signdetA(k) 
and the matrix DE% such that Dil=Ek_*Ek with e,,=l. Then sign 
det[DA](k)=ei>O for k=l,..., n and A in &. From Theorem 2.4, there 
exists a S,4 such that for all 6 in (O,S,], min,>,det[E(G)DA +hZ] >O. Define 
6* = min A E @, 6*, note that all matrices in @r can be seen from B, = 
[E(G*)Dj- l (f rom Theorem 2.2), and we have our result. q 
4. COMMENTS AND EXTENSIONS 
As can be readily verified, the matrices 
(:, 3 and (3 -3 
can see al I 2 X 2 matrices la h 
\ Cl) C 
in 03. The former can see any matrix with 
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a + d > 0, and the latter any matrix with a + a’< 0. We now show that for 
n>3, any set of 2”-’ matrices cannot see all of 9, and thus the above 
situation for the 2 x 2 case is unique. We first establish a simple lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. A necessary condition fur 6? c 9 n ?? to see all of 5? is 
that for each D in Gi), there exists a matrix A in @ such that signdetA(k) = 
detD(k)for each k=l,...,n. 
BKK$ The contrary implies the existence of a D in ci) such that, for 
each A in &, DA has at least one negative leading principal minor. A 
contradiction now follows by an argument identical to the proof of Theorem 
3.1. 
Let & =(A, ,..., A,}, 7n=27 be a set of matrices in ‘Ton 9. In view 
of Lemma 4.1, if Q+ ={AE&:detA(2)>0} and &-={AE@:detA(Z)< 
0}, then @ sees all of 9 only if IQ+ I= I&I. In addition, for any pair of 
matrices C and Dwith clet CD >_I), 6! se_es ‘?? only if @ = { CAD : A E & } sees 
9’,andtbusfor@C9aonlyifIQ+~=~Q-l.Foragivenset kl? of_matricesas 
above, we shall now co_nstruct matrices C and D such that 6? CC?“’ and 
det CD > 0 with I @ I # 1 ti? I, and our result will follow. 
Let D=(d,,d, ,..., d,,) and C’=Cc,‘,c,‘,...,c,‘) be nXn matrices, where 
4 are column vectors and c, are row vectors. Then, for the n X n matrix _a, in 
@, let 
*k = (c,Akd2)Akd, - (c2Akd,)Akd2* k = 1,2 ,..., m, 
and note that det CAkD(2) = cl+, and c& =O. Also, let h: = {k : A, #u, for 
all h} \ ( 1). We now have a lemma: 
LEMMA 4.2. There exist c2, d, and dz such that q #O, tik #yo, for all p 
and each k in K. 
Proof. Let 4 be a nonzero vector which is not an eigenvector of any 
A, ‘Ak, k in K. For k in K, consider the subspaces Sk spanned by A,dz z&nd 
A,d, respectively. Since Sk is 2-dimensional and n > 3, we can choose d, +O 
so that A,d, does not lie in any Sk, k in K. Thus_~I, and d2 are linearly 
independent, and Akdz does not lie in the subspace S, spanned by A_,d, _a”d 
A,d,. tie, if Sk is the subspace spanned by Akdl and A,& then Skn S, is 
either a line or (0). Now, choose c,#O so that it is not orthogonal to any of 
these lines, nor to Akdl and Ak& for each kE K u {l}. Hence, c,A,d, and 
c2Akd2 are nonzero, and (c2Akd2)d,-(c2Akdl)dz#0. So w,#O and ##O. 
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Now, if w&=/u,, then ok E !$ n $I and we have a contradiction to the 
choice of cz. Hence the lemma follows. 
Let C and D be such that cz, dr and d, sstisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 
4.2. Choose Er such that E,o, = 0, but crk+ #O for k in K. Co?sider cr(e)r= 
I?:-+ &or. Then, for sufficiently smah e #IJ, the corresponding Q(e) must have 
the property that I%+(e)j#]B-(.e)I, since all det C(e)A,D(2), k B K, change 
sign kom positive to negative as E decreases through 0, but for any kEK, 
det C;e),d,kD(2) remains nonzero. Since 1 $ K, we have our result, if det CD 
>I But this can be readily assured by choosing cs,. . . ,c, and ds,. . . ,d, 
suitably. 
Using Lemma 2.3, it can be shown that 9 can be seen from a countable 
set of matrices a. We conjecture that a finite set is sufficient. 
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